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1 Overview

In this example tutorial we perform a module stability analysis by repeating network construction and module
identification on expression data that consists of resampled sets of the original microarray samples.
Although this example is self-contained, users who are new to R and/or Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analy-
sis (WGCNA) techniques are invited to visit the main WGCNA web site at http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/
CoexpressionNetwork/, and especially the tutorials for the WGCNA package accessible from the WGCNA web site,
http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/CoexpressionNetwork/Rpackages/WGCNA/.
The data and a large part of the network analysis used in this example have been described in [1]. The female
mouse liver expression data survey 23568 mRNA probes in 150 samples. For this analysis we only select 5000 most
connected probes (from the 10,000 most variable). The analysis consists of a timed calculation of the network from
all samples and 50 networks based on resampled microarray samples (thus, a total of 51 networks are created), a
timed calculation of a single network using standard R functions, and displaying of one of the results.
We encourage readers unfamiliar with any of the functions used in this tutorial to open an R session and type

help(functionName)

(replace functionName with the actual name of the function) to get a detailed description of what the functions does,
what the input arguments mean, and what is the output.

1.a Setting up the R session

After starting R we execute a few commands to set the working directory and load the requisite packages:

# Display the current working directory

getwd()

# If necessary, change the path below to the directory where the data files are stored.

# "." means current directory. On Windows use a forward slash / instead of the usual \.

# workingDir = "."

# setwd(workingDir);

# Load the necessary package WGCNA

library(WGCNA)

# Allow multi-threading (POSIX-compliant systems only)

allowWGCNAThreads()
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# The following setting is important, do not omit.

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

# Input a file with additional functions necessary for this analysis

source("sampledBlockwiseModules-02.R")

2 Data input and elementary cleaning

We assume the user has downloaded the data for this tutorial and saved them in a local directory. The expression
data is contained in the file ApoE_Liver_F2_Female_mlratio.csv.bz2.

# Read in data. Make sure the data file (or a symbolic link) is in the current directory

data = read.csv(bzfile("ApoE_Liver_F2_Female_mlratio.csv.bz2"))

# Isolate proper expression data

exprCols = substring(colnames(data), 1, 3)=="F2_"

expr = t(as.matrix(data[, exprCols]))

colnames(expr) = data$transcript_id

# Remove expression values of +/- 2

expr[abs(expr)==2] = NA

We now restrict the data set to 10000 most variant probes, and of those to 5000 most connected. This procedure
has been used in the past to select a manageable number of probes that then-available computers could handle. We
note that the WGCNA package now contains methods to handle large data sets on modest computers. We do not
use these methods here because it would be difficult to provide meaningful timing results.

# Keep only the 10000 most variant probesets

exprAll = expr

sd = sd(exprAll, na.rm = TRUE)

rank = rank(-sd, ties.method = "first")

keep = rank <= 10000

# Further keep only the 5000 most connected probe sets

connectivity = softConnectivity(exprAll[, keep], type = "signed")

keepConn = rank(-connectivity, ties.method = "first") <= 5000

expr = exprAll[, keep][, keepConn]

collectGarbage()

We check that there are no strong outliers by calculating the standardized inter-sample connectivity Z.k.

dist = dist(expr)

tree = hclust(dist, method = "a")

Z.k = -scale(colSums(as.matrix(dist)));

min(Z.k)

We find that the minimum standardized connecitivity is -4.3. This is relatively large but does not indicate extreme
outliers, so we do not remove any samples.

3 Resampling analysis of module stability

We now set a few basic network construction and module identification parameters. We will use soft thresholding
power β = 6.

# Number of resampling runs

nRuns = 50

power = 6

deepSplit = 2

minModuleSize = 30

networkType = "signed hybrid"

TOMType = "signed"
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TOMDenom = "mean"

reassignThreshold = 0

mergeCutHeight = 0.20

# Proportion of missing data. Not needed for the calculations, but useful to know.

propNA = sum(is.na(expr))/length(expr)

propNA

We now time the construction of 51 networks, including clustering and module identification. Since the results of
this code snippet are necessary for Section 4, we save them so this time-consuming piece does not need to be re-run.

tmf0 = system.time ( {

mods0 = sampledBlockwiseModules(

nRuns = 50,

replace = TRUE,

datExpr = expr,

maxBlockSize = 30000,

power = power,

networkType = networkType,

TOMType = TOMType,

TOMDenom = TOMDenom,

deepSplit = deepSplit,

mergeCutHeight = mergeCutHeight,

reassignThreshold = reassignThreshold,

numericLabels = TRUE,

checkMissingData = FALSE,

quickCor = 0, verbose = 5 ) } )

# Print the timing results

print(tmf0)

# Save the resampled modules

save(tmf0, mods0, file = "sampledModuleExample-mods.RData")

Next we run a single iteration of network construction and module identification using standard R functions.

slowAnalysis = function(expr)

{

cor = stats::cor(expr, use = "p")

cor[cor<0] = 0

adj = cor^power

dTOM = TOMdist(adj, TOMType = TOMType, TOMDenom = TOMDenom)

collectGarbage()

tree = stats::hclust(as.dist(dTOM), method = "a")

labels = cutreeDynamic(tree, minClusterSize = minModuleSize, distM = dTOM, deepSplit = deepSplit)

mergedLabels = mergeCloseModules(expr, labels, cutHeight = mergeCutHeight)

mergedLabels

}

tms = system.time({slowLabels = slowAnalysis(expr)})

print(tms)

collectGarbage()

4 Visualization of results

Here we give an example of why one would even consider a resampling analysis. We first re-label modules in each
resampled network so that full and reampled modules with best overlaps have the same labels. This is achieved by
the function matchLabels. This operation takes some time, so we save the result.

# if necessary, re-load the results of the resampling analysis

load(file = "sampledModuleExample-mods.RData")

nGenes = ncol(expr)
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# Define a matrix of labels for the original and all resampling runs

labels = matrix(0, nGenes, nRuns + 1)

labels[, 1] = mods0[[1]]$mods$colors

# Relabel modules in each of the resampling runs so that full and reampled modules with best overlaps have

# the same labels. This is achieved by the function matchLabels.

pind = initProgInd()

for (r in 2:(nRuns+1))

{

labels[, r] = matchLabels(mods0[[r]]$mods$colors, labels[, 1])

pind = updateProgInd((r-1)/nRuns, pind)

}

# Save the results

save(labels, file = "sampledModuleExample-matchedLabels.RData")

We plot the gene dendrogram obtained from clustering the genes in the full network together with the module
assignment in the original network and module assignments in the networks based on resampled sets of the microarray
samples. Because this is a rather large plot, we plot into a pdf file. Alternatively, by leaving out pdf(...) and
dev.off() commands, the figure can also be plotted directly on screen.

# if necessary, re-load the results of the resampling analysis

load(file = "sampledModuleExample-mods.RData")

load(file = "sampledModuleExample-matchedLabels.RData")

# Open a large pdf file to hold the resulting plot

pdf(file = "Plots/sampledModuleExample-dendrogramAndSampledColors.pdf", wi=20, h=15)

plotDendroAndColors(mods0[[1]]$mods$dendrograms[[1]],

labels2colors(labels),

c("Full data set", paste("Resampling", c(1:nRuns))),

main = "Gene dendrogram and module labels from resampled data sets",

autoColorHeight = FALSE, colorHeight = 0.65,

dendroLabels = FALSE, hang = 0.03, guideHang = 0.05,

addGuide = TRUE,

guideAll = FALSE,

cex.main = 2, cex.lab = 1.6, cex.colorLabels = 0.8, marAll = c(0, 5, 3, 0))

dev.off()

The resulting plot is reproduced in Figure 1. We note that most of the modules are remarkably stable.
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Figure 1: Example of a module stability study using resampling of microarray samples. The upper panel shows the
hierarchical clustering dendrogram of all probe sets. Branches of the dendrogram correspond to modules, identified
by solid blocks of colors in the color row labeled “Full data set”. Color rows beneath the first row indicate module
assignments obtained from networks based on resampled sets of microarray samples. This figure allows one to identify
modules that are robust (appear in every resampling) and those that are less robust.
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